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Beach Scavenger Hunt

Fun at the Beach
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Thank you for downloading
Birthday Scavenger Hunt LITE
In this game you will find 4 custom made and nicely designed Beach
Scavenger hunt clues, all ready for printing. Kids love activities on the
beach, so do parents.
Why not to add another 21 clues to the game? We have created full
version of Beach Scavenger Hunt with a total of 25 clues. You can get
it on www.scavengerhuntclues.org

Instructions
• We've made each set of clues and tasks be part of a Beach
theme, giving your children little tasks and fun to have while you
relax.
• The clues and rhymes are listed first, then the task to clarify the
rhyme.

HAVE FUN!!
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1. "It's a sport, but not one with a sword; see if you can find
someone aboard a surfboard!"
----------------------------------------

TASK: Point out someone surfing
----------------------------------------

2. "Patrick the starfish is SpongeBob's best friend; find one of
these to get closer to the end."
-----------------------------------------

FIND: A starfish
-----------------------------------------

3. "You can do it if you try; if you cup your hand and scoop him
up, it's as easy as pie."
-----------------------------------------

TASK: Hold a small fish in your
hands (alive)
-----------------------------------------
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4. "There's much more water in the ocean than in your kitchen
sink; now show me a fish washed ashore that has begun to stink."
-----------------------------------------

FIND: A fish washed ashore
-----------------------------------------

Get additional clues!
Why not to add another 21 clues to the game? We have created full
version of Beach Scavenger Hunt with a total of 25 clues. You can get
it on www.scavengerhuntclues.org
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Disclaimer
All trademarks are the properties of their respective owners. No part
may be reproduced or retransmitted in any form by any means. Under
no circumstances, including, but not limited to, negligence, shall
ScavengerHuntClues.org be liable for any special or consequential
damages that result from the use of - or the inability to use - our
products. Applicable law may not allow the limitation or exclusion of
liability or incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation
or exclusion may not apply to you. In no event shall
ScavengerHuntClues.org total liability to you for all damages, losses,
and causes of action (whether in contract, tort, including but not
limited to, negligence or otherwise) exceed the amount paid by you, if
any, for our product.
Copyright 2010 ScavengerHuntClues.org. All rights reserved.
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